NSWC MP 86-260 FOREWORD While tracking a target it is desirable to know how well the target tracking algorithm thinks it knows the target's location. A common method used to indicate the quality of the track is to display the one-sigma uncertainty ellipse. This indicator of the track's quality is derived directly from the tracker's covarlance matrix.
The following are two methods for deriving the one-sigma uncertainty ellipse. The first method uses the trigometric equations of an ellipse, and the second uses matrix notation to accomplish the same task. The last part of this paper describes a parametric method of plotting any ellipse. 
The one-sigma contour is defined by
We want to find the semi-major axis, the semi-minor axis, and the angle of inclination of the one-sigma contour equation.
The angle of inclination, 9, will first be found. To do this we rotate the axis of the ellipse until the xy coefficient vanishes. Rewriting Equation (1) (a cos 9 -2a sin9cos9 + a sin 9)x y xy X 2 2 2 9 * i^r + (2a^ sin 9 + 2(a -a )sln9cos9 -2a cos 9)x y xy X y xy ■'
+ (a cos 9 + 2a slnecose + a ^ sin^9)y* = 2(1 -p^)a ^a ^ X . xy
* * To determine 9 we need only to set the x y coefficient to zero; I.e., 9 is the angle of rotation needed to make the major axis of the ellipse fall on the X -axis. If the identities cos^g -sin^g = cos2e 2sinecos6 = sin2e
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are substituted Into the x y coefficients of Equation (2) and then this coefficient Is equated to zero, the result is:
Thus the angle we must rotate the axes is
To find the semi-major axis and semi-minor axis we substitute the identities, cos 2" 1 + cos29
into Equation (2) resulting in
If we now write Equation ( 
From these relationships and Equation (4) the x coefficient. A, becomes:
Likewise the y coefficient, B, is
Also we can rewrite the term under the radical as: 
NSWC MP 86-260 9 represents an angle of rotation between the x,y coordinate system and another system oriented in the directions of ellipse's major and minor axes. We calculate the eigenvalues as follows:
Q"""" -All = det To show the relationship between the eigenvalues and the major and minor axes of the ellipse, the coordinates are rotated by use of the P matrix. From Equation (6) X^Q-lx =2 and, using Equation (7) o cos e -2a sine cose -I-a sin 6 a (sin 6-cos e) + (a -a )sinecos( y xy X xy X y 22 22 22 22 a (sin 9-cos e) + (cr -a ) sine cose a sin e + 2a sine cose + a cos f I-xy X y y xy x .
where we made use of the notational change pa a = a X y xy Setting the off diagonal terms equal to zero yields The angle of inclination, 6, is defined as the counterclockwise rotation from the X axis to the major axis of the ellipse. ..
PLOTTING A GENERAL ELLIPSE WITH ITS CENTER LOCATED AT (h, k)
The equations for a general ellipse with inclination, 6 , and centered at (h, k) can be written as
or X = a cos !| ) cos e -b sincj) sin 9 -I-h y -a cos (j) sin e + b sin 4) cos 9 + k .
Here a is the semi-major axis in the x direction, b is the semi-minor axis in the y direction and cj) is a variable for plotting that allows us to plot the elliptic contour.
If we let the angle, © , increment in a Ac{) step, the next location for the locus in the x y plane will be N+1 = a cos ( (j) + A(j)) cos e -b sin ( (j) + Aa ) sin 6 + h y "^, = a cos i <S? + A(j)) sine + b sin ( <1) + Aa ) cos e + k . Move pen to (a cos 9 + h, a sin 9 -I-k)
Pen down
Then do: reusing the present values of cos (J) and sin (j) , calculate the next cos cj) and sin cj) using Equations (10) and (11), then update cos <t > and sin '1' , and then draw to the new location defined by Equations (8) and (9).
Loop until done.
Within the Do loop there are only 8 multiplications, 4 adds, and 2 subtractions. Note that no trigonometric function need to be calculated in the loop. 
